Published Books: Prof. Dr. Sardar Md. Rezaul Islam Reza

The MRU wishes to accord hearty congratulations and a large applaud to Prof. Sardar Mohammad Rezaul Islam for his excellent drive in publishing an invaluable yet largely demanding book on Lecture Notes on Surgery. All the MBBS and post graduate students will be largely beneficial in utilizing this clinical surgery lecture notes.

The contents of this excellent book remain as follows:

- Principles of Surgery
- Breast and Endocrine
- Hepatobiliary
- Alimentary System
- Operative Surgery
- Hernia
Preface of first Edition

The book is primarily aimed at undergraduate students, who are preparing for SAQ, SOE and OSPE parts of surgery final MBBS examination. Every topics are presented in a summarized way with explanation, wherever appropriate. Chapters are selected considering the latest syllabus and curriculum adopted by BMDC.

Publishing this book has been my dream since I came to teaching. My hand written lecture notes (done by my students) were compiled as book form and were being sold in photocopy shop. This made me realize that my lecture notes need to be published in a book form for student’s smooth preparation for final MBBS surgery examination. I furnished my lecture notes with diagram, flow chart, X-ray and clinical pictures from my own collection. Clinical pictures and diagram which are not available in my archives are collected from text books and open access publications. I sincerely express my thankfulness and gratitude to all these resources whose contributions were utilized in this book.

This is probably the first attempt to publish a comprehensive lectures notes on surgery aiming undergraduate medical students in our country. I hope this book will be well acknowledged by students and teachers and other members of surgical fraternity. I tried my best to correct factual error and misspelling. I beg my apology if still some errors remained unnoticed. I welcome any suggestion and recommendation to improve the book in its subsequent edition.

I, sincerely, express my gratitude to my beloved wife Dr Sanjida Parveen and my children, who have been encouraging me to publish this book for medical students since a long time. Their support were always my strength to accomplish this difficult task of publishing a book. I am so grateful to my teachers of undergraduate education in Dhaka medical college and my trainers in University Teaching Hospital Lusaka, Zambia. I am immensely indebted to Prof. Malcolm Wright, Professor of applied physiology of University of Edinburgh for his great lectures in ‘Scientific Foundation of surgery’ course in Lister Institute, Edinburgh, UK. I have got a strong foundation of surgical physiology through his lectures.

I am grateful to my colleagues and students in JIMC and in AWMC, who have been constat source of inspiration in this journey of my teaching career. I am thankful to my patients who contributed immensely by allowing their pictures to be publish for educational purpose. All my efforts will be successful if this book becomes beneficial for medical students and ease their final professional and postgraduate examination. The second volume of the book will cover the remaining part of the BMDC syllabus of surgery, Insha Allah.
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